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What are General Assemblies?
General Assembly 101

The most fundamental type of committee you will see in Model United 
Nations is the General Assembly (GA). General Assembly at our 
conference models the main policy-making organ of the United 
Nations. This committee style gives all member states (the countries 
YOU represent) an equal say in voting and discussion of global issues. In 
the next slides, we will go over the structure of this committee and 
what you can expect this coming MICSUN!



How do you prepare for General Assemblies?
General Assembly 101

Preparing for a Model UN conference can look different for everyone 
based on your strengths and weaknesses. Delegates who struggle with 
public speaking may practice their oration skills, while delegates who 
struggle with understanding foreign relations may study up on their 
countries' enemies and allies. All individualized preparation aside, the 
main and most important way to prepare is by researching! Starting 
your research process and understanding your assigned topic with the 
writing of a Position Paper will greatly aid your MICSUN experience. 
Look at our website for Position Paper examples!



Flow of Debate
General Assembly 101

The flow of committee within a GA is a very structured and routine 
process you will soon come to be familiar with. A standard GA often 
operates as follows:

Working Paper 
WritingModerated Debate VotingUnmoderated 

Debate
Authors’ Panel and 

Amendments



Moderated & Unmoderated Caucuses
General Assembly 101

A moderated caucus is a form of debate in which delegates move to set 
specific speech durations for specific subtopics within the assigned 
topic. These intervals of debate usually range between 5-12 minutes 
with speeches ranging from 30-60 seconds in length. Your chair will 
moderate this debate by indicating when time is up for each speech 
and ensuring a professional and productive atmosphere.  

An unmoderated caucus is a form of debate in which delegates are 
able to move freely and work with other like-minded delegates on 
solution building. The groups of delegates you see formed during this 
time are called blocs. These intervals of the debate can range from 5-25 
minutes long and do not have a specified topic of discussion.



What is a Working Paper?
General Assembly 101

On the last slide we introduced the idea of an Unmoderated Caucus, in 
which the primary goal is to mingle and form connections with 
delegates for the purpose of solution building. One of the main ways 
this goal is achieved is through the development of a Working Paper. A 
Working Paper is what you and your bloc develop throughout the 
majority of the conference, and will later, if voted into effect, become a 
Resolution. 

A template for working papers with formatting and guidelines can be 
found at micsun10.org, under the “Delegate Resources” tab.



What is a Resolution Paper?
General Assembly 101

A Resolution Paper is the product of the committee's work throughout 
the conference and starts out as a Working Paper. In the United 
Nations, the goal is to create the most effective, specific, and feasible 
resolution in order to garner change in an attempt to solve a global 
issue. If your bloc’s Working Paper endures the pressures of Authors’ 
Panel and Amendments, and is passed during Voting Procedure, your 
resolution goes into effect! In the real United Nations this means the 
UN adopts your resolution and your ideas will be used to prevent and 
resolve your assigned topic.



What is an Authors’ Panel?
General Assembly 101

Authors’ Panel is an opportunity for a select few “Authors” of the 
Working Paper to formally present their work as a Draft Resolution to 
the committee as a whole for the first time. This is one of the most 
important components of the competition as it allows delegates to 
speak on their blocs progress thus far and answer any questions other 
delegates may have. After all Working Papers have been submitted to 
the dais and presented as Draft Resolutions by the Authors, 
amendments and voting can commence.



What are Amendments?
General Assembly 101

If time permitting, your chair will allow time for amendments to Draft 
Resolutions before voting. During Author’s Panel many delegates may 
have asked thought-provoking questions that motivate your bloc to 
make adjustments to your Draft Resolution. Likewise, you may want to 
meet with other blocs to help present changes that would improve 
their Draft Resolution. Sometimes, not everyone will agree on what 
should or should not be changed, thus there are two types of 
amendments that can be made:

Friendly 
Amendments

Unfriendly 
Amendments



What is a Friendly Amendment?
General Assembly 101

A Friendly Amendment is an amendment to the Draft Resolution that 
is approved by all sponsors of the paper that is being modified. 
“Approval” is shown by signing your country name directly onto the 
amendment that is being submitted.



What is an Unfriendly Amendment?
General Assembly 101

When a Friendly Amendment is not possible, many delegates will 
choose to pursue an Unfriendly Amendment. This amendment is NOT 
approved by all sponsors of the paper that is being modified and will be 
voted on by the committee. This amendment will require a ! majority 
in order to pass, however your committee may employ a different 
method of debating the amendment up to your chair’s discretion.



What is Voting?
General Assembly 101

After all amendments have been presented and decided upon you may 
expect one or two rounds of moderated debate to give closing remarks 
and statements. Then a motion will be made to enter voting procedure 
on the Draft Resolutions. This process is the most formal within 
committee but undoubtedly the most exciting. There are various 
methods of voting that can be proposed during the motion to enter 
voting procedure, but typically your chair will guide you through the 
most appropriate method for your committee’s circumstances.



Congratulations!
General Assembly 101

Thank you for reading through this guide for GA committees at 
MICSUN X! 

Understanding the flow of debate can be overwhelming if you have not 
experienced it first-hand. However, rest assured that after MICSUN all 
procedures and terminology will become second nature. Best of luck! 

If you have any questions at all regarding GA committees, do not 
hesitate to reach out to our Under-Secretary-General for General 
Assemblies, Atha Pol, at pxp540@miami.edu. 




